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Abstract—The need in the scientific community to simulate
or emulate various specific network scenarios has spawned the
work of numerous software tools to cope with the demand.
Unfortunately, most of the simulators have a steep learning curve
(from installation to finally generating an experiment) and most
protocols tested stay in them, and they are never implemented
in real world OS’s. Emulators are closer to reality, but still lack
the versatility to easily implement certain characteristics, that
researchers need in order to validate their experiments. Dockemu
was made with the previous in mind, which its first iteration
generated a good acceptance in the research community. The
combination of up to date technologies like Docker and NS3,
made the implementation of simple and complex scenarios easier
for researchers. In this second iteration of Dockmu, we present
a more streamlined code and installation process, among with
the latest development of Docker containers, that left out LXC’s
(Linux Containers) and now provide their own container version.
We provide some tests cases in different hardware and we finalize
with our perspective to provide a Cloud based tool and efforts
to minimize the learning curve through an interactive GUI.

Index Terms—

Dockemu, Network Emulation, Network simulator, Virtual-

ization, Containers, Docker , NS3.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the rapid development of new network technolo-

gies has led to a growing interest in developing, testing and

debugging novel algorithms and protocols in order to obtain

efficient network deployments and to meet new requirements

[1] such as security, mobile networks, policy management

and quality of service (QoS) support . Typically, it is desired

that deployments and performance evaluation of these new

protocols or algorithms can be carried out over real data

links or real network scenarios, that is, large, structured and

dynamic networks. Unfortunately, that is often very costly and

not always possible. Furthermore, results obtained from such

deployments are not always reproducible or predictive due to

each network features and performance requirements, which

may change dynamically with time and space. To this aim, net-

work simulation [2] is a widely used technique by researchers

to explore and study specific network-related issues, or to

make performance assessment of novel or existing protocols

and schemes in order to ensure better and faster deployments

for their experiments. Although many protocols have been

developed and implemented in network simulators, such as

Network Simulator 2 (NS-2) 1, Network Simulator 3 (NS-3) 2,

OMNET++ 3, among others, there is still a need in the research

community to take those experiments and generate results as

accurate as possible to reality. Generally, network simulators

provide a rich set of modules and configuration tools that can

be easily used to conduct and validate customized simulation

experiments to predict the network behavior. However, most

of these modules are merely logical operations rather than

real implementations. Thus, new protocol implementations in

a network simulator must be modified before being deployed

in a real target network. Moreover, simulations usually con-

sume large amount of time when the simulated network is

sufficiently large and dynamic. Another common technique

is network emulation [3]. In contrast to network simulation,

where predetermined models are run on powerful computing

devices, network emulation provides the means to an experi-

ment to be as close to a real environment but without the need

of actually setting up a real network. Thus, it is possible to

reproduce (in a controllable manner) a system output in real

time. In this way, the protocol or algorithm performance and

functionality can be assessed before their deployment in actual

networks. In a broader sense, the experiments and scenarios

tested through network emulators should comply with the

following requirements [4]:

− Realism. The framework should provide the most real

conditions available, minimizing the error between the

simulated and the real, leading better and more valuable

results.

− Reproducibility. The scenarios must be reproducible so

they can be compared among them. Reproducibility does

not mean that the results of a network emulator should

always be the same. We must take under consideration

that the closer we are to reality, another variables can

introduce changes in the experiments.

− Representativeness. The framework should provide the

desired environmental factors in order for the results to

be valid.

1NS-2: http://nsnam.isi.edu/nsnam/
2NS-3: http://www.nsnam.org/
3OMNET++: http://www.omnetpp.org/978-1-7281-0883-4/19/$31.00 c©2019 IEEE
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Although network emulation offers a great valuable compro-

mise between network simulation and real-world experiments,

there are still some requirements to tackle such as easier

usage and management, scalability, portability, routing and

comparability. To cope with such requirements, in this work

we present a container-based network emulation tool which

combines the features of NS3 with the functional realism and

scalability of Docker containers. The emulation tool is based

on previous ideas of Dockemu [5], and the tool implementation

published by J. A A lvarez Aldana4. Its main features complies

with the emulation benefits mentioned at Puzar et al. [6] and

extends the benefits with the following items:

− The tool is able to handle real world OS and applications.

− The tool has a smooth installation and configuration.

− The tool provides a fast scenario deployment.

− The tool can emulate wired and wireless networks.

− The tool is IPv4 and IPv6 capable.

The main contributions of this paper are:

− An emulation tool5 that meets current and future needs

of the research community utilizing open source tech-

nologies, docker and Network Simulator 3 (NS-3).

− The tool provides a fast and user friendly workflow, from

the installation to the configuration of scenarios by a

golang cli, providing the accuracy and flexibility of a

real world environment.

− A tool that is portable and scalable from a single

computer to a cloud system such as Amazon Elastic

Compute Cloud (EC2) 6 .

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the

related works which this work is based on. Section III details

the concepts and open source tools used to build our emulation

tool. Section IV presents the emulation tool architecture and

implementation. Section V show some scenarios and their

results. Finally, Section VI, presents our conclusions and future

works.

II. RELATED WORK

Over the years, several network simulators and emulators have

been developed over different contexts to perform experiments

on novel or existing protocols, algorithms and schemes [7].

There are various tools for simulation or emulation, from

open source (NS-2, NS-3, OMNET++) to commercial software

(QualNet7, OPNET8), each one with special characteristics

and specialities. Unfortunately, not all software satisfies the

requirements mentioned before, leading to a partial results

accuracy as highlighted by Grajzer et al. [8]. Typically, net-

work simulation is used for testing performance and scalability

and network emulation is used later for the final verification

stages of the solution. As [8], we also believe that given that

4NS3DockerEmulator: https://github.com/chepeftw/NS3DockerEmulator
5Emulator:https://github.com/ptrsen/NS3DockerEmulator/tree/

golang-porting/
6AWS EC2: https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
7Qualnet: http://web.scalable-networks.com/content/qualnet
8OPNET: http://www.riverbed.com/

emulation is close” to a real world environment, it would be

better not to use it only at the end for validation, but it would

save time and effort to use these tools from the beginning,

leading to more accurate results. One of the motivations of

creating the emulation tool, was in fact the same experience

of encountering many out of date MANET routing protocols,

or protocols that exist only in simulators that never made it

to a real world OS implementation. Moreover, works done

by Andel et al. [9] and Hiranandani et al. [10] in the case

of MANETs simulation, discuss some of the flaws of tens of

dozens of research papers where the simulation results fail to

provide the sufficient information so their experiments can be

independently repeatable or have tested their experiments with

scenarios with default configurations, which do not come close

to real life mobility patterns (Example: “Random Waypoint

Mobility”). Taking the previous under consideration, many

research teams have also created new tools that take network

simulation one step further and head towards network emula-

tion. Their goal is to fulfil most of the requirements for sim-

plicity, accuracy, scalability and performance. To name a few

of these tools are MobiREAL [11], NEMAN [6], TapRouter

[12], JiST [13], Mesh Linux Containers (MLC) [14], among

others. Moving to emulation tools, CORE [15] is a popular

network emulator based on container virtualization. Since all

emulated nodes share the same operating system (OS) kernel,

protocol stacks other than the ones present in the kernel cannot

be emulated. In contrast, the introduction of docker Hyper-V

technology permits our tool to run different OS. Similarly,

Cloonix3 [16] is an emulator using KVM, mainly for wired

networks. Several Cloonix servers can be interconnected, but

there are fixed links between the emulated nodes, and nodes

are manually pinned to their hosting server. BAMNE [17]

leverages a patched version of Virtual Distributed Ethernet

(VDE) together with VirtuaLBox5. However, it is tailored to

perform tests only with B.A.T.M.A.N. Netkit [18] relies on

full virtualization and container-based isolation. It is based on

User-Mode Linux (UML) to run as a user-space application.

All nodes share the same file system for reading, while they

use a Copy On Write (COW) mechanism to create a write-

layer on a per-node basis. However, lacks several important

features, such as link emulation or a wireless mode. GNS3
9) is an open source emulator built to help people preparing

for Cisco exams, but can only emulate Cisco routers. Mesh

Linux Containers (MLC) [14] uses Linux Containers for node

virtualization, but “simulates” the network through the use

of a Linux Application called Traffic Control (TC). Even

tough, TC can add delay, jitter, bandwidth shaping, among

others, it does not provide support for more complex scenarios

and mobility patterns. Similarly, NetEM [19] and WANem

[20] uses all network emulation capability of Linux Kernel

extending them with supplemental modules. In this way allow-

ing to emulate, in a controlled manner, several WAN typical

conditions in terms of network delay, packet loss, packet

corruption, disconnections, packet re-ordering, jitter, to cite a

9GNS3: https://www.gns3.com/
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few but leaving aside complex scenarios and mobility patterns.

Finally, NEMAN [21] and MiniWorld [22] are the more close

emulators of what we are trying to achieve. MiniWorld [22]

is based on full virtualization using QEMU/KVM, offering

three network backends for emulating both wired and wireless

communication, and providing several mobility patterns as

well as distance-based link quality models. NEMAN [21] is a

network emulator for testing middleware and application layer

protocols. It relies on ns-2 scenario files for the description of

mobility and topology. NEMAN requires application binaries

to be modified and there is no virtualization layer, since

processes simply bind to a tap device. Also, there is no link

impairment and no high fidelity link emulation. Moreover,

it is not a modular simulator and fails to scale due to high

consumption of computing resources [23].

III. BACKGROUND

The Dockemu tool was initially described in [5]. Dockemu

provides the user the benefit of developing applications on

current OSs which can be tested on larger networks, leading

to more accurate results and saving time in duplicity of the

implementation. It was based on open source technologies:

− Virtualization through Linux Containers.

− Emulation through Linux Network Bridges and Network

Simulator 3 (NS-3).

A. Linux Containers

Linux Containers is a form of server-level virtualization which

gives the flexibility of “partitioning” the Host Operating Sys-

tem into independent smaller systems. These smaller systems

are called Containers. Containers provide resource isolation

and control for a specific application or system [24]. This

technology brings to the researcher a great deal of benefits,

including portability, better usage of host resources, allowing

to generate hundreds to thousands of nodes (depending on

the host hardware), compared to regular OS virtualization

technologies like Virtual Box (vBox), VMWare, Citrix, among

others. Figure 1, shows the architecture for traditional OS

Virtualization on which the Hypervisor sits on top of the host

OS. It’s important to notice that each Guest OS’ resources

have to be provisioned beforehand. As contrary to Linux

Containers, each container runs only the application needed,

not a full OS. The fact that Linux Containers can scale

experiments to a larger set of nodes, is by itself one of the

most important characteristics on why other frameworks ( [12],

[14], [25]) use them.

B. Linux Network Bridges

Linux Network Bridges provides a component which behaves

like a virtual network switch. Meaning, that it can connect

two or more interfaces together and working transparently

(the other machines do not need to know or care about

its existence). Moreover, these interfaces can either be real

interfaces inside the OS (Ex. eth0 or ens33) or can be virtual

Fig. 1. Traditional OS vs Linux Container (LXC) Virtualization

interfaces (Ex. TUN/TAP). Typing the following command in

a Linux OS using a Shell or Command Line Interface (CLI)

shows the current active bridges in the system and which

interfaces are connected to them:

root@ubuntu:˜# brctl show

In this example, the bridge tap-emu0 has associated the

interface eth0 only.

bridge name bridge id interfaces

tap-emu0 8000.000c297bbed4 eth0

The output for the second example, the bridge tap-emu0 has

associated two interfaces eth0 and veth032. This means that

a real interface like eth0 can communicate with a virtual

interface veth032 through a virtual bridge tap-emu0.

bridge name bridge id interfaces

tap-emu0 8000.000c297bbed4 eth0

veth032

C. Network Simulator 3

The Network Simulator 3 or NS-3 “...is a discrete-event

network simulator, targeted primarily for research and

educational use. ns-3 is free software, licensed under the

GNU GPLv2 license, and is publicly available for research,

development, and use” [26]. NS-3 has many advantages

compared to other simulators, being one of them the use of

C++ for development of experiments which makes a perfect

companion with another OpenSource projects. For example,

NS-2 (which is still widely used), has the drawback of having

a complex environment to develop new experiments, due to

the fact that uses a mix of OTcl with C++. The role of NS-3

in Dockemu is to provide the means for network scenario

generation, which is also the final piece of the Dockemu

framework. The Tap Bridge Model, Figure 2, allows the

interface of a node inside NS-3 to be mapped directly into a

Tap device (also called interface) in the Host OS.

IV. FRAMEWORK

The initial Dockemu tool merged several technologies into

a software capable of satisfying the requirements presented

at the beginning of this paper. One of the main features is
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Fig. 2. Tap Bridge Architecture - Simplified Model

the ability of creating scenarios and then emulating them

depending on the need of the experiment. For example, most

routing protocols are implemented for simulators (NS-2, NS-3,

OMNET++, etc.) but most fail to provide an implementation

that can handle IPv6. Moreover, there are only a few wireless

routing protocol implementations in real OSs and which their

authors constantly keep up to date. As shown in Figure 3,

the first version of Dockemu tool deployed Linux Containers,

Linux Bridges, Tap Bridges, Virtual Interfaces (veths) in order

to connect with NS3 in charge of the network simulation.

Fig. 3. Dockemu Framework - Top Level View

Additionally, a NS-3 template was provided to launch the ex-

periments. Once the experiment was deployed, the user could

“attach” to any container and perform metric tests with com-

mon and familiar tools, like tcp-dump, ping, ping6, Iperf, etc.

If it was needed, the user could create its customized container

template and later replicate it to the number of nodes needed.

Since the introduction of Dockers Container Network Model

(CNM), several container projects has been favored with a

model where networking was decoupled from the container

runtime. Which its exactly the case of the dockemu tool. With

this in mind, several updates were made in the past framework,

see Figure 4 . Thus, the container networking is handled by a

plugin or driver that manages the network interfaces and how

the containers are connected to the network. In this case, a

modification of the ”bridge” Docker libnetwork driver, called

L2bridge10, was used to to create layer two aware networks.

10L2bridge:https://github.com/nategraf/l2bridge-driver

This plugin, allow us to create layer 2 bridge interfaces, for

each container, with its respect veth pair and assign each

IP address to the containers network interfaces. This feature

greatly improves the application mobility of each container.

Additionally, the new libcontainer library allows docker and

consequently the emulation tool to work properly without

other components than docker itself. For example, LXC (which

vary across distributions or installations). Finally, as mentioned

before, the later implementation relying on several bash scripts

to construct all the emulation infrastructure; making the tool

management a hard task. To provide a simple development

environment the tool was rewritten using the golang language

with the docker engine SDks and API.
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Libnetwork 

Host OS

NS3

Tap bridge

IP stack

Ghost 

node

Tap Device

Net device

Tap bridge

IP stack

Ghost 

node

Tap Device

Net device

...

Docker 

L2 Bridge

...

...

Veth Pair

Veth

Eth0 L0

Libs

App A

Container N

L2 Bridge

Veth Pair

Veth

Eth0 L0

Libs

App N

...

Fig. 4. Updated Emulation Tool framework

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Several works have been done using the emulation tool under

various parameters and constraints. In this work we will

present two different scenarios, one wired (Ethernet) and other

wireless (wifi). Additionally, in order to test the tool porta-

bility, simplicity, speed and scalability, all the experiments

were carrying on a personal computer (PC) running a Virtual

Machine (VM) with Ubuntu 18.05 LTE with 2 core processors

- 3GB RAM and with a dedicated server (DS) running Ubuntu

server 18.05 LTE with 4 core processors and 8GB RAM.

A. Scenario 1

In this scenario, the emulation tool was set up to provide a

simple Ethernet network within the same broadcast domain,

with the following characteristics:

− Network IPv4 = 172.17.0.0/24.

− Network IPv6 = 2800:1a0::/64.

− Number of nodes 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30

− Type of layer 2 = Ethernet.

− Use NS-3 = no.
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It is important to notice that because we wanted only and

Ethernet network, all nodes were configured in the same

Docker Bridge (Docker0), so NS-3 is not necessary. Once the

experiment is running we can manage the containers with the

docker client commands. For example, if we would like to

show which containers are running, we would type:

root@ubuntu:˜# sudo docker container ls -a

This will list all the containers currently running. Then, to

get into a container and start measuring network metrics, we

would type:

root@ubuntu:˜# sudo docker exec -it <node1> /bin/sh

Once inside the container we can do a throughput test using

a well know tool called iperf3.

root@d049153612bc:/# iperf3 -c 172.17.0.2

------------------------------------------------------------

Client connecting to 172.17.0.2, TCP port 5001

TCP window size: 340 KByte (default)

------------------------------------------------------------

[ 3] local 172.17.0.6 port 38465 connected

with 172.17.0.2 port 5001

[ ID] Interval Transfer Bitrate

[ 3] 0.0-10.0 sec 10.7 GBytes 22.9 Gbits/sec

The results, Figure 5, give a very high throughput. An average

of 15 Gbytes on the PC and 28 Gbytes on the server. We

discuss that its due to the fact that packets are not going

through any physical interfaces, just Docker0 virtual interface

inside the same OS. It’s important to note that on better

hardware specifications the simulator, in this case, can perform

better.
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Fig. 5. Throughput/Bandwidth vs number of nodes

B. Scenario 2

In this scenario the emulation tool was set up to provide a

wireless wifi network, with the following characteristics:

− Network IPv4 = 10.12.0.0/24.

− Network IPv6 = 2800:1a0::/64.

− Number of nodes 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30.

− Scenario size = 30 mts2.

− Data mode = 54Mbps.

− Initial position = Random rectangular allocation.

− Mobility = RandomWaypointMobilityModel.

− Node speed = 1 mts/s.

− Node pause = 1 sec.

− Type of layer 2 = wifi 802.11a.

− Use NS-3 = yes.

Given the fact that we need to simulate a wireless wifi

network, the emulation tool passes through the task to the

NS-3 simulator and then it binds the containers with the nodes

inside NS-3. Contrary to Scenario 1, this scenario puts each

container in a different Docker Bridge an attaches only two

interfaces to each bridge, the virtual interface of the container

(veth-emuX) and the tap bridge (tap-emuX) interface which is

the link to the NS-3 node. In other words, for 10 nodes: this

scenario creates 10 docker containers, each one with a docker

layer 2 bridge (L2bridge) connected witha veth pair and a tap

interface for the 10 nodes inside NS-3. As of the previous

scenario, we can attach to a given container and then perform

a regular ping between nodes. In this case, we will attach to

node2:

root@ubuntu:˜# sudo docker exec -it <node2> /bin/sh

First we check the connectivity with another node using the

ping command:

root@3ce162a28e95:/# ping 10.12.0.4 -c 5 -vvv

PING 10.12.0.4 (10.12.0.4) 56(84) bytes of data.

64 bytes from 10.12.0.4: icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.534 ms

64 bytes from 10.12.0.4: icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=0.523 ms

64 bytes from 10.12.0.4: icmp_seq=3 ttl=64 time=0.462 ms

64 bytes from 10.12.0.4: icmp_seq=4 ttl=64 time=0.855 ms

64 bytes from 10.12.0.4: icmp_seq=5 ttl=64 time=0.531 ms

--- 10.12.0.4 ping statistics ---

5 packets transmitted, 5 received,

0% packet loss, time 8999ms

rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.462/0.549/0.855/0.109 ms

We check the throughput using also iperf. This is the output

from the Client side:

root@794f0113e606:/# iperf3 -c 10.12.0.1

------------------------------------------------------------

Client connecting to 10.12.0.1, TCP port 5001

TCP window size: 85.0 KByte (default)

------------------------------------------------------------

[ 3] local 10.12.0.4 port 45936 connected

with 10.12.0.1 port 5001

[ ID] Interval Transfer Bandwidth

[ 3] 0.0-10.1 sec 1.13 MBytes 1.40 Mbits/sec

And the output from the Server side:

root@3ce162a28e95:/# iperf3 -s

------------------------------------------------------------

Server listening on TCP port 5001

TCP window size: 85.3 KByte (default)

------------------------------------------------------------

[ 4] local 10.12.0.1 port 5001 connected

with 10.12.0.4 port 45936

[ ID] Interval Transfer Bandwidth

[ 4] 0.0-10.2 sec 816 KBytes 955 Kbits/sec

The results, above, show that even though we are still using

containers in the same computer/server and OS, the NS-3

simulator gives the characteristic of the wifi network, lim-

iting the throughput to 816 KBytes and bandwith to 955

kbits/sec approximately. In this case, we can see that although

each hardware has very different capabilities. The results

in throughput (on average 0.85 Mbytes) and bandwidth (on

average 1 Mbits/sec) are similar for both. We discuss, that its

due to the fact that Ns3 is encharge of simulate, in both cases,

the physical network. Thus, the result should be similar.
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VI. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORKS

Ideally, a framework for evaluating small or large-scale dis-

tributed networks should support several features: i) most

real conditions available, ii) reproducible results, iii) exper-

imentation under a broad range of network topologies and

dynamically changing network characteristics, and iv) large-

scale experiments with thousands of participating nodes. In

this paper, we present the design , updates and evaluation of

the the Dockemu tool, a network emulation tool designed to

meet these goals. The tool now glues together state of the

art technologies of virtualization (Docker) and NS-3 in order

to provide a complete solution for the research needs. The

emulation tool is limited only by the hardware it is running,

but with contemporary PC’s processing power, it is capable

of creating complex scenarios and turns out to be an efficient

and accurate tool for the emulation of not only wired and

wireless networks, but now also mobile networks. Although

Dockemu has a very strong features, there is always room

for improvement. Our perspective is to keep on developing

and refining the tool in various ways. Dockemu will have to

consolidate and keep up to date with the Docker framework

to provide a more transparent communication with NS3. In

the future, we expect to developed a Distributed Cloud Based

emulation Tool, in order to take advantage of the elastic

features of Cloud Computing. This would add the benefits

of scaling up to a number of nodes which could only be

achieved by huge computing resources. Also, this will remove

the installation tasks by the end user and a researcher’s

benefit of being able to access it over any device. Finally, the

introduction of a GUI would definitely have a cordial welcome

by the research community.
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